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1. Introduction 
In Dvoretzky [6,7], Brown [3] and Brown and Eagleson [4], the authors suggested 
that in order to extend weak convergence theorems for independent summands to 
those for martingales, instead of expectations and convergence of numbers, we 
should consider the conditional expectations with respect to the past, and the 
convergence in probability of corresponding r.v.‘s. This idea was formalized as the 
‘Principle of Conditioning’ in Jakubowski’s (1986) expository paper. 
Let {Xn,j, %,,j, j 2 0, n 2 1) (X,,0 = 0) be an array of stochastic sequences defined 
on a probability space (0, 9, P), and TV a finite stopping time with respect to 
{sn,j, j 2 1). We shall use the notation {Xn,,, s,,j, 0s j C r,,, n 3 1) to denote such a 
family, and define S,, =C’:, Xfl,j and P,,~(. , w) a regular version of the conditional 
distribution of X,,, given 5,,_, . 
The reason for using the Principle of Conditioning is that once we define 
~~(.,w)=~,,,(..w)*...*~n,T,,(w)(.,w), 
(here * means convolution) we are dealing with an independent case and, using 
results for independent summands, we can immediately get sufficient (sometimes 
also necessary) conditions for 
p,,( 1, w)+p( *, w) in probability, (1.1) 
for some random distribution pL(. , w) on R, (see Definition 2.1 below), where 
‘=+’ means convergence under Levy’s distance (we also use 5 to denote ‘a in 
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probability’). For TV R, let 
Clearly, (1.1) is equivalent to the assertion that for any subsequence of {n} there 
exists a further subsequence {m} and a P-null set N such that for each w E a\ N, 
(1.2) 
The pivot in applying the Principle of Conditioning is to transfer (1.1) or (1.2) 
to the convergence in distribution of S,. Jakubowski [16] treated it in two cases: 
Case 1. An arbitrary array {X,,,,}, but a nonrandom limit for (p,,). 
Case 2. A scaled single sequence and a mixture of distributions in the limit. 
In Section 2 we extend the Principle of Conditioning in two respects: 
_ admitting mixtures as limits in the general case of triangular arrays; 
_ strengthening the convergence mode to so called stable convergence in the 
Renyi sense. 
Particularly, we show that under some general assumptions, e.g., {X,,,,, s,,,,j, Ocj d 
rtI, n 2 l} is uniformly negligible (see Definition 2.3 below) and {sn,,} is nested: 
s,,,,, c sn+, ; for all in 1 and n Z= 1, (1.1) implies the stable convergence (see 
Definition 2.2 below) of S, : 
S,$ Ep(.,w) F-stably (1.3) 
(here and in the sequel, 3 denotes convergence in distribution, 5 and G denote 
convergence in probability and in L’ respectively). As applications, in Section 3 we 
derive some sufficient conditions of stable convergence to mixtures of infinitely 
divisible laws from the classical weak convergence theorems and the extended 
Principle of Conditioning. For the necessity of the sufficient conditions, see 
[18, 19, 251. 
2. Some sufficient conditions for stable convergence to mixtures of distributions 
In this section we provide some sufficient conditions for stable convergence to 
mixtures of distributions in terms of pn and fn(t). 
Definition 2.1. A map p( ., w): %'(R,) x R ---f R, is called a random distribution if 
for any A E 53( R,), p(A, W) is a T.v., and for as. w, pu(. , w) is a probability measure 
on R,. 
Let 
A = {all random distributions}. 
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Definition 2.2 (see Aldous and Eagleson [l]; Jacod and Shiryayev [14]). Let 9 
be a sub-r-algebra of 9, and p E JK We say that r.v.‘s X,, n > 1, converge Y-stably 
in distribution to the mixture of distributions Ep(. , w), X, 3 Ep( . , w)(s, 9’), if 
for any r.v. Z E 9’ and s, t E R, , 
E exp{i tX, + isZ} + Efi( t) exp{isZ}, 
where b(t) is the Fourier transform of EL: 
b(t) = &(t, w) = eifp(dx, w). 
Let 
%= {all complex-valued r.v.‘s t such that ItI> 0 a.s.}, 
D a denumerable and dense subset of R, , and N the set of all nonnegative integers. 
Theorem 2.1. (i) Zj” there is a non-decreasing sequence (k,) c N such that for some 
tER,, 
L A it, 
S n,h,,nT,, 5 0, ,;, L,,(t) 5 1, (2.1) 
and 
J;z(t) 5f(t)c ZJrJ 3, (2.2) 
where 35’ = V n CC&~,, , then 
E(e”‘,z 1 $,,,,J 5 f(t). (2.3) 
(ii) Zf (2.1) and (2.2) hold,for all ItI < (Y > 0 and Ef( t) is continuous at t = 0, then 
S,, is tight. 
(iii) Suppose that for every t E 0, (2.1) and (2.2) hold and f(f) = g( t) for some 
p E Al, and S,, is tight, then 
S, 1: Ep( ., w)(s, 3). (2.4) 
Remark 2.1. It is easy to see that the bigger value k, takes, the more information 
is contained in (2.3) and (2.4). If k, = 0, then 93 = 9; if k,, t CO, then 6% = d; if {s,,,,} 
is nested, then C$,k,, = 9n,k,, .
Remark 2.2. If 9wc B (e.g., k, t 00 and {.F,,i} is nested), then the requirement of 
the measurability in (2.2) is automatically satisfied and (2.4) implies 
s, 5 Ep( .) w)(s, 9). (2.4)’ 
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In fact, by (2.4), for any continuous and bounded function f and bounded r.v. 5, 
E5f(S,) = E(E(Sf(S,)] 9s)) 
= E(f(Sn)E(SIE.Jb E fW%#CJ~(dx), 
hence, (2.4) implies (2.4)’ (cf. [14, pp. 471-4731). 
Remark 2.3. Jakubowski [ 171 proved that (CL,,) c Ju is tight if and only if (Ep,( * )) 
is tight, and the tightness of (p,,) implies the tightness of (S,,). This interesting fact 
can be regarded as another type of the Principle of Conditioning, although it is not 
possible to describe the limit behavior of the weak laws of (S,) given that of (Pi). 
Remark 2.4. In connection with Theorem 2.1, [9], [ll] and [24] should be men- 
tioned, where the authors proved stable convergence of semimartingales under 
(necessary) stronger conditions. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (i) Let 
SA= F Xn,jJ(Tnzj), 
j=k,,+l 
By (2.1) and (2.2), 
j=k,,+l 
fn(t) q(t) E 93 n 2e 
and 
By (2.5) and Lemma 2.1 below, 
E(S:,(t)l sn,k,,) %f@) E x 
Thus, applying Lemma 3.2 in [ 161, (2.5) and (2.7), for any F > 0, 
EIE(eirS;,I s,z,k.) - E(fi(r) 1 %t,k,)l 
~4P(lf:,(t)1<&)+Elf:,(t)-E(f:,(t)l~~,,~)I/& 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
+ 0 by first letting n + cc then E + 0. (2.8) 
Now, (i) follows from (2.6)-(2.8). 
(ii) By a Doob’s inequality (see Chow and Teicher [5, p. 2681) and (i), VC > 0 
and 6>0, 
P(IS,( 2 C) s (1+2;‘c8)2 (1 -Re(EeitSm)) dt 
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+ (1+2T’cs)2 
s I 
a (1 -Re(Ef(r))) dt 
0 
~(1+27r/C8)20m~6 Il-Re(Ef(t))l+O, 
as C = 6-l + co, S,, is tight. 
(iii) By (i), for any t E 0, m 3 1 and A E Y&,k,,, , when n 2 m, 
E ei’SmZ(A)= E[E(e”S~~13,,k,,)Z(A)]* E[$(t)Z(A)]. 
Since S, is tight, for any E > 0, we can choose K, 6 > 0, 
sup 2P(IS,, > K)+{a; leih - II< E. 
n =G 
(2.9) 
Then, for any t, s E R, and ) t - SI < S/K, 
sup Elei’sn _ ei*s,,I ssup2P(IS,I> K)+ Elei”-“‘Sn-lIZ(IS,I~ K)<E. 
n n 
For any t E R, , choose s E D such that 1 t - SI s 6/K and Elk(t) - k(s)1 < E. Then, 
by (2% for any A&J,, %,k,, 
IE ei’S,zZ(A)-k(t)Z(A)I 
G Elei% _ ei% I+Elfi(t)-k(s)l+lE ei”SnZ(A)-Ek(s)Z(A)I 
< 2.5 + IE eisSnZ(A) - E$(s)Z(A)I + 2.5, 
(2.9) holds for every t E R,, and (2.4) is true. 0 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that (S,,, .?F,,) is a family of sub-u-algebras of 9 such that 
%,,~%,,+~n~,,, nal, andX,,GXXE,,%,,. Then 
E(X,j5$+ X. (2.10) 
Proof. Vs > 0, there is n,~ 1 and XO~ %,,, such that E IX - X,,l+~up,~~, E IX,, - 
XI < E. Then, for n zn,, XO~%“nC,, and 
E(E(X&)-X(6ElE(X,-X&)I+EIX,-XI 
<EIX,-X,(+EIX,,-XI 
<EIX,-Xl+2ElX0-XI<2q 
which implies (2.10). q 
Taking k, = 0, n 2 1, we immediately get the following: 
Corollary 2.1. (i) Zf 
(2.11) 
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then 
E(ei’S,~I%~,,)~f(t). (2.12) 
(ii) If (2.11) holds for all (tl G (Y > 0, and if Ef( t) is continuous at t = 0, then S, 
is tight. 
(iii) Zff( t) = k(t) for some p E Ju and (2.11) holds for all t E D, and ifs, is tight, 
then 
S,, 2 E/_L( *, w)(s, 9). 0 
Definition 2.3. (a) We say that {X,,,, %,,,, 0s j s T,,, n 3 l} is negligible if 
Ve>O, jzl, ~~,(lX,,;l>~)Z(~,~j)~O as n-w 
(b) We say that {X,,,, 9,,,, 0 s j c T,,, n 3 l} is uniformly negligible if 
(2.13) 
V&)0, max~~,(lX,,,l>F)1(7,~j)~O as n-03. 
i 
Since 
p{Ixn,jlz(Tn ~j)>&}=EP,~I(IX,,il>e)l(T,~j), 
(2.13)e(2.13’): 
for each js 1, X,,,I(7,Zj)AO as n-co. (2.13’) 
Corollary 2.2. Suppose that {X,,,, P,,,, OGjC T,, n 3 l} satisjes (2.13) 
(i) There exists k, t 00 (independent oft) such that, if 
fn(t)~ff(t)Exnd 
for some t E R, , then 
(2.14) 
E(eifSr / 9Hn,k,,) 5 f(t). (2.15) 
(ii) lffor all ItI G (Y > 0, (2.14) holds, and Ef (t) . 1s continuous at t = 0, then S,, is tight. 
(iii) Iff( t) = h(t) for some p E .A and (2.14) holds for all t E D, and if S, is tight, 
then 
s, 2 E/..L(., w)(s, 5q. (2.16) 
Proof. By (2.13), for any I> 1, as n + 00, 
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Hence, by Lemma 2.2 below, we can choose rrk t cc such that for all n s nk+, , 
and 
p 
I 
< 2mk, (2.17) 
(2.18) 
For n 2 1 define k, = nk if nk+r S n < nk+Z. For any F > 0 and t E R,, choose 13 1 
suchthatf~(Itlv1/&).Then,foranyn>n,+,,thereexistsk~l,nk+,~n<nk+,,and 
Hence, (2.1) holds and, by Theorem 2.1, we have proved Corollary 2.2. 0 
The following lemma is a conditional version of Lemma 1 in [5, p. 4221. The 
proof is similar and is omitted. 
Lemma 2.2. Zf {X,,,, S,,,, Osj~ T,,, n 2 I} satisfies (2.13) then 
VT>O, Kal, sup c 
Remark 2.5. When {X,,,;} is obtained by scaling a single sequence: X,,; = X,/b,,, 
9,,, = 9,,, and 6, t 00 (then (2.13) holds and {9fi,I} is nested), Jakubowski [16, 
Theorem 3.11 proved (2.16). In the general case of triangular arrays, Jakubowski 
[16, Theorem 1.11 proved that if p,, 5 p E Ju with fi( t) E X and p is ‘nonrandom!’ 
(therefore (2.11) holds for all --oo< t <a), then S, 3 p. (i) in Corollary 2.1 is an 
improvement of Jakubowski [15, Theorem A] and Beska et al. [2, Theorem 31, 
allowing k(t) E $9 and getting the stable property of (2.12). 
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that {Xn,j, %,,j, 0s j s T,,, n 2 1) is uniformly negligible. If 
~,,$~~Euand~(t)~&, tER,, then 
S, 2 E/A(.) w)(s, d). 
Proof. By the conditions of the corollary, for any subsequence of {n} there exists 
a further subsequence {n’} and a P-null set IV such that for each w E 0\N, 
V&)0, max ~d,~(lxI > 8, ~1 - 0, I’,_ 7,,- 
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and 
Pun4., @M/4., w). (2.19) 
Hence F( ., w) is an infinitely divisible law (see Lo&e [21, p. 321]), and &(t, w) E %! 
for all f E R,. By (2.19), 
fn,(t):;(t)dhvl, tER,. 
Therefore, by Corollary 2.2, S,, 3 Ep(. , w)(s, d), which implies 
3. Applications: some sufficient conditions for convergence to mixtures 
of infinitely divisible laws 
When {X,,j, $n,j, 0 <j < T,,, n 2 1) satisfies some negligible properties, applying 
Corollary 2.2 and classical results of weak convergence for independent summands 
(cf. [ 10,21]), we can easily get sufficient conditions of weak convergence to mixtures 
of infinitely divisible laws for dependent summands. The following are a few typical 
examples. For an L2-stochastic sequence {X,,j, sn,j, Ocj s T,,, n 3 l} define Y,,, = 
Xn,j - E,_,X,,j, conditional variance V’,,, = Ej_1 Y’,,,, and 
5, T?Z 
A, = C Ej--,X,z,,, v’,= 1 v’,,j. 
;=1 j=1 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that {X,,j, 9,,j, 0s j s T,,, n a l} is an L2-sequence. If 
V~~~2~&,AA,~~~E,and 
V&)0, C Ej-,Y~,jI(Y~,,>e)J+O, 
j=l 
then 
s,z 1 EN(aU, v2)(. )(s, 4, (3.1) 
where E N( CY, q*)(. ) is the mixture of normal distributions whose characteristicfunction 
is E eira-12q2/2 
Proof. Applying the classical Lindeberg theorem (cf. Lo&e [21, p. 3071) and 
Corollary 2.2 to sequence { Yn,,, 9n,j, 0 s j G T,, n a l}, we get 
C Y,,j 5 EN(O, v2)(.)(s, a). 
,=* 
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Since (YE&?, for any gE& and t,sERl, 
Ee 
T?, 
it 1 y,,j + i( s,$+ ta) eiccA~lpa) 
j=1 > 
(3.1) holds. 0 
Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 is proved by Brown [3] and Dvoretzky [7] for n = 1 and 
a = 0, and is improved by Eagleson [8], allowing 7, cr E ??,,, (c %), and by Rootzen 
[23], allowing r], (Y E d and getting the stable property when {Fn,i} is nested [see 
Hall and Heyde [12, Chapter 31, Helland [13], Jeganathan [18], and Remark 2.2). 
The formulation here unifies the above conditions. 
Applying Corollary 2.2 and a classical result for independent summands in Lo&e 
[21, p. 3281, we immediately get the following: 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that 7, (Y E &. If (3.2)-(3.4) hold: 
then (3.1) holds. 0 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.2 is proved by Klopotowski [20] when (Y, n E %1,0, and by 
Jeganathan [19] when (9n.i) is nested. 
Remark 3.3. (3.2) is equivalent to (see Lemma 2.2 in Helland [13]) 
max IXn,jI 5 0. 
,Sj=%T,> 
(3.2)’ 
The last example deals with noninfinitesimal summands. Zolotarev [26] obtained 
a necessary and sufficient condition of convergence to a normal distribution for 
independent summands in the absence of any kind of negligibilities. Later, Rotar 
[22] presented another nice version of the necessary and sufficient condition: Let 
{X,,j, 5Fn,j, 0 s j s k,, n 3 1) be row-wise independent r.v.‘s, EXn,j = 0, EXi,j = U:,j. 
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If CFl, Uz,j + 1, then S,, 3 N(0, 1) if and only if 
Ve > O, ,;, I,,.,.,.I 1x1 i&,.,(x) - @(x, q,,,;)l dx -0, 
where F,,;(x) is the distribution function of X,,.i, and Q(x) is the standard normal 
distribution function. The following theorem is a martingale version of the sufficient 
part of the Rotar theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that {X,,,, %n,,j, 0~ j G r,,, n 2 l} is an array of martingale 
dlferences, i.e., E,_,X,J(T,,>~)~~‘O, and V’, 5 77’6 9. If 
V&>O, 1x1 \/+,((-a~ xl) - @‘(xl Vn,,)I dx 5 0, 
then 
Sn 5 ENtO, T~>(.>(s, 3). 
Moreover, if (2.13) holds, the above u-algebra 9 can be replaced by zzf. 
Proof. By Rotar’s Theorem, 
By the martingale property, 
J x*E.L,(dx)I(q=O)= Vz,l(r]=O):O 
and 
fn(t)I(v=O)= e”“p,,(dx)l(q=O) 
I 
= (1+e,t’x’)p,,(dx)I(~=0)~‘(~=0), 
J 
where le,,( G 1. Therefore, fn( t) 1; e-‘2o2’2 for all t E R,, and the theorem follows 
immediately from Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2. q 
Remark 3.4. Finally, we point out that, applying the classical convergence criteria 
for independent summands (cf. Lo&e [21, pp. 305-307 and 323-3271) and Corollary 
2.2, we can get sufficient conditions of stable convergence to mixtures of infinitely 
divisible laws for dependent r.v.‘s (see Xue [25]). Particularly, under condition 
(2.13), the results in Klopotowski [20] remain valid with S,,,-measurability 
weakened by &-measurability. 
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